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Overview


What are metaskills?



Why do we need them?



My PhD research question



Underpinning philosophies



Methods



Academia or Comedy?



How does this relate to your practice?

What are metaskills?
“Timeless, higher order skills” (SDS, 2018)

“Faculties linked to communications,
critical thinking, interpersonal
communications, and leadership” (Finch
et al, 2013)
“Higher-order skills that enable
effective use of pre-existing skills”
(Grace et al, 2016)

“Collateral competencies that aid in
the computation and recomputation
of goal trajectories across changing
environments and over time” (Karoly,
1993)

Metaskills – Definitions
1. Abbreviation for metacognitive skill - the ability to use
introspection to further develop your learning, thinking and
understanding (cognitive) capabilities.
2. Skills above/beyond skills - higher-order skills that are
applicable across domains and disciplines, leading you to
improve or accumulate ‘hard skills’ through having built up a
metaskill within one or more other ‘hard skills’.

Why do we need metaskills?
Jobs are changing – not the roles themselves, but the tasks within those roles (Hirschi, 2018)

Technical requirements within roles are changing rapidly (Gleason, 2018)

Learning will therefore need to happen in the workplace
• ‘Just-In-Time’ training
• Self-directed learning

Confidence in individual learning processes is paramount
• Self-reflection
• Self-positioning
• Understanding and monitoring own knowledge levels
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How do these capabilities (1)
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Underpinning Philosophies

Social constructivism
• Truth is built by and between individuals
• Context will alter what reality is
• Guided by actions and perceptions

Feminist Standpoint
• Legitimisation of knowledge has been
restricted to those with privilege
• Those without privilege have more
insight into their own realities

Methods: The Imitation Game
(Collins and Evans, 2014)

• Typical focus on practice language and interactional expertise
• In my research: newcomers to workplace culture
Question setter (expert)
Forms judgement on who
is the ‘pretender’

Judge (expert)

Participant One:
Apprentice
(pretender)

Participant Two:
existing employee/s
(expert)

Methods: Institutional Ethnography
(Smith, 2005)

• Institutions as organised by texts – the institution of ‘education’
• Document analysis and interviews
• Typical focus on ‘fault lines’ or ‘disjunctures’

• In my research: analysing interpretations of a Skills Development Scotland
metaskills assessment matrix

Methods: Intervention Study
•

A control and an experiment group

•

Set period of time

•

Measures effectiveness of an intervention

•

In my research: Graduate Apprentices will be given a creative
development task over a three-month period

Academia or Comedy?
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What does this mean for your
practice?


Encourage clients / students / pupils to think about their own
metaskills using their own language



Intervention exercises to help build metaskills over longer periods



Reassure new workers that the future of the labour market is
manageable!

Thank you for listening!
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